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Abstract
The paper examines multiplicative ergodic theorems and the related multiplicative Poisson
equation for an irreducible Markov chain on a countable state space. The partial products are
considered for a real-valued function on the state space. If the function of interest satises a
monotone condition, or is dominated by such a function, then
(i) The mean normalized products converge geometrically quickly to a nite limiting value.
(ii) The multiplicative Poisson equation admits a solution.
(iii) Large deviation bounds are obtainable for the empirical measures.
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1. Introduction and main results
Consider a recurrent, aperiodic, and irreducible Markov chain = f0; 1; : : :g with
transition probability P on a countably innite state space X. We denote by F :X! R+
a xed, positive-valued function on X, and let Sn denote the partial sum
Sn =
n−1X
i=0
F(i); n>1: (1)
We show in Lemma 3.2 below that the simple multiplicative ergodic theorem always
holds:
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)5C(n)]! ; n!1; x 2 X; (2)
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where C is an arbitrary nite subset of X, and  is the log-Perron Frobenius eigenvalue
(pfe) for a positive kernel induced by the transition probability P, and the function F
(Seneta, 1981; Nummelin, 1984). A limit of the form (2) is used in Ney and Nummelin
(1987a,b) to establish a form of the large deviations principle for the chain. Because of
the appearance of the indicator function 5C in (2) it is necessary in Ney and Nummelin
(1987b) to introduce a similar constraint in the LDP. It is pointed out on p. 562 of Ney
and Nummelin (1987a) that the use of the convergence parameter and the consequent
use of an indicator function in the statement of the LDP represents a strong distinction
between their work and related results in the area.
We are interested in (2) in the situation when the set C is all of X, rather than a
nite set, and this requires some additional assumptions on the function F or on the
chain . This is the most interesting instance as it represents a natural generalization of
the mean ergodic theorem for Markov chains. The main result of this paper establishes
the desired multiplicative ergodic theorem under a simple monotonicity assumption on
the function of interest.
There is striking symmetry between linear ergodic theory, as presented in Meyn
and Tweedie (1993), and the multiplicative ergodic theory established in this paper.
This is seen most clearly in the following version of the V -Uniform Ergodic Theorem
of Meyn and Tweedie (1993), which establishes an equivalence between a form of
geometric ergodicity, and the Foster{Lyapunov drift condition (3). In the results below
and throughout the paper we denote by  some xed, but arbitrary state in X.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that  is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain with
countable state space X; and that the sublevel set fx:F(x)6ng is nite for each n.
Suppose further that there exists V :X ! [1;1); and constants b<1; < 1 all
satisfying
Ex[V (1)] =
X
y2X
P(x; y)V (y)6V (x)− F(x) + b: (3)
Then there exists a function F^ :X! R such that
Ex[Sn − n]! F^(x)
at a geometric rate as n!1; and hence also
lim
n!1
1
n
Ex[Sn] = ;
where
(i) the constant  2 R+ is the unique solution to
E
"
−1X
k=0
(F(k)− )
#
= 0;
and  is the usual return time to the state .
(ii) The function F^ solves the Poisson equation
PF^ = F^ − F + :
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Proof. The existence of the two limits is an immediate consequence of the Geometric
Ergodic Theorem of Meyn and Tweedie (1993). That the limit F^ solves the Poisson
equation is discussed on p. 433 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993).
The characterization of the limit  in (i) is simply the characterization of the
steady-state mean (F) given in Theorem 10:0:1 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993), where
 is an invariant probability measure.
A multiplicative ergodic theorem of the form that we seek is expressed in the
following result, which is evidently closely related to Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that  is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain with
countable state space X; and that the sublevel set fx: F(x)6ng is nite for each n.
Suppose further that there exists V0 :X ! R+; and constants B0<1; 0> 0 all
satisfying
Ex[exp(V0(1))] =
X
y2X
P(x; y) exp(V0(y))6exp(V0(x)− 0F(x) + B0): (4)
Then there exists a convex function  :R ! (−1;1]; nite on a domain DR
whose interior is of the form Do = (−1; ); with >0.
For any <  there is a function f :X! R+ such that
Ex[exp(Sn − n())]! f(x); (5)
geometrically fast as n!1; and for all ;
lim
n!1
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)] = ():
Moreover; for < ;
(i) the constant () 2 R is the unique solution to
E
"
exp
 
−1X
k=0
[F(k)− ()]
!#
= 1: (6)
(ii) The function f solves the multiplicative Poisson equation
P f(x) = f(x)exp(−F(x) + ()):
Proof. Limit (5) follows from Theorem 5.2. The characterizations given in (i) and (ii)
follow from Theorems 5.1, 4.1, and 4:2(i).
Theorem 1.2 is related tangentially to the multiplicative ergodic theorem of
Oseledec (see e.g. Arnold and Kliemann, 1987), which is a sample path limit the-
orem for products of random variables taking values in some non-abelian group. In the
case of scalar F considered here, Oseledec’s theorem reduces to Birkho’s ergodic the-
orem since the sample path behavior of exp(F((i))) can be reduced to the strong
law of large numbers by taking logarithms. The corresponding pth-moment Lyapunov
exponent considered for linear models in Arnold and Kliemann (1987) also involves
the moment generating function () and, consistent with existing results, we do have
0(0) = (F) (see Theorem 6.2 below).
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From Theorem 1.2 and the Gartner{Ellis Theorem we immediately obtain a ver-
sion of the Large Deviations Principle for the empirical measures (see Dembo and
Zeitouni, 1993 and Section 6 below). An application to risk sensitive optimal control
(see Whittle, 1990) is developed in Balaji et al. (1999) and Borkar and Meyn (1999).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give the
necessary background on geometric ergodicity of Markov chains. Section 3 develops
some properties of the convergence parameter, and Section 4 then gives related criteria
for the existence of a solution to the multiplicative Poisson equation. The main results
are given in Section 5, which includes results analogous to Theorem 1.2 for general
functions via domination. Large deviations principles for functionals of a Markov chain
and the empirical measures are derived in Section 6.
2. Geometric ergodicity
Throughout the paper we assume that  is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov
chain on the countable state space X, with transition probability P :X  X ! [0; 1].
When 0 = x we denote by Ex[  ] the resulting expectation operator on sample space,
and fFn; n>1g the natural ltration Fn = (k : k6n).
The results in this paper concern primarily functions F :X ! R which are near-
monotone. This is the property that the sublevel set
C
=fx :F(x)6g (7)
is nite for any < kFk1 = supyjF(y)j. A near-monotone function is always bounded
from below. If it is unbounded (kFk1 =1) then F is called norm-like (Meyn and
Tweedie, 1993). These assumptions have been used in the analysis of optimization
problems to ensure that a ‘relative value function’ is bounded from below (Borkar,
1991; Meyn, 1997). The relative value function is nothing more than a solution to
Poisson’s equation. A ‘multiplicative Poisson equation’ is central to the development
here, and the near-monotone condition will again be used to obtain lower bounds on
solutions to this equation.
The present paper is based upon the V -Uniform Ergodic Theorem of Meyn and
Tweedie (1993). In this section we give a version of this result and briey review
some related concepts.
For a subset C X we dene the rst entrance time and rst return time, respectively,
by
C =min(k>0: k 2 C); C =min(k>1: k 2 C);
where as usual we set either of these stopping times equal to 1 if the minimum is
taken over an empty set. For a recurrent Markov chain there is an invariant probability
measure  which takes the form, for any integrable F :X! R,
(F) = ()E
"
−1X
0
F(k)
#
: (8)
The measure  is nite in the positive recurrent case where E[]<1.
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The Markov chain  is called geometrically recurrent if E[R ]<1 for one
 2 X and one R> 1. Because the chain is assumed irreducible, it then follows that
Ex[R ]<1 for all x, and the chain is called geometrically regular. Closely related is
the following form of ergodicity. Let V :X! R+ with inf x2X V (x)> 0, and consider
the vector space LV1 of real-valued functions g :X! R satisfying
kgkV , sup
x2X
jg(x)j=V (x)<1:
Specializing the denition of Meyn and Tweedie (1993) to this countable state-space
setting, we call the Markov chain V -uniformly ergodic if there exist B<1; R> 1
such that
kPkg− (g)kV = sup
x2X
jEx[g(k)]− (g)j
V (x)
6BkgkVR−k :
Equivalently, if P and  are viewed as linear operators on LV1, then V -uniform ergod-
icity is equivalent to convergence in norm
kjPn − kjV , sup
kgkV61
kPng− (g)kV ! 0; n!1:
Theorem 2.1. The following are equivalent for an irreducible and aperiodic Markov
chain
(i) For some V :X! [1;1); < 1; a nite set C; and b<1;
PV6V + b5C: (9)
(ii)  is geometrically recurrent.
Moreover; if either (i) or (ii) holds then the chain is V -uniformly ergodic; where
V is given in (i).
Proof. Any nite set is necessarily petite, as dened in Meyn and Tweedie (1993),
and hence the result follows from Theorem 15:0:1 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993).
If  is V -uniformly ergodic then a version of the Functional Central Limit Theorem
holds. We prove a special case below which will be useful when we consider large
deviations. Consider any F 2 LV1, with (F) = 0, dene Sn as in (1), and set
2 = ()E[(S)
2]:
This is known as the time-average variance constant. Let F denote the distribution
function for a standard normal random variable.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (9) holds for some V :X! [1;1); < 1; a nite set C;
and b<1. Then for any F 2 LV1; with (F)=0; the time average variance constant
is nite. For any −16c<d61; any g 2 LV1; and any initial condition x 2 X,
lim
n!1 Ex

5

1p
n
Sn 2 (c; d)

g(n)

= (F(d=)− F(c=))(g): (10)
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Proof. For any t>0; n 2 N, dene
Wn(t) =
1p
n
Sbntc; t>0;
so that W (1)=(1=
p
n)Sn. Theorem 17:4:4 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993) shows that Wn
converges in distribution to B, where B is a standard Brownian motion. If = 0 then
from Theorem 17:5:4 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993) we can conclude that Wn(t) ! 0
a.s. as n!1 for each t. This leads to the two equations
lim
n!1 E

5 fWn(1) 2 (c; d)g

= F(d=)− F(c=) and lim
n!1 E[g(n)] = (g):
This will prove the theorem provided we can prove asymptotic independence of Wn(1)
and g(n).
Let n = log(n + 1)=n. Using V -uniform ergodicity we do have, for any bounded
function h :R! R,
E[h(Wn(1− n))g(n)] = (g)E[h(Wn(1− n))] + o(1)
and then by the FCLT, for bounded continuous h,
E[h(Wn(1− n))g(n)]! (g)E[h(B(1))]; n!1:
The error jWn(1)−Wn(1− n)j ! 0 a.s., and by uniform integrability of fg(n)g we
conclude that
E[h(Wn(1))g(n)]! (g)E[h(B(1))]; n!1:
This is the required asymptotic independence.
We will see in Theorem 3.1(i) below that, under the conditions we impose, the drift
condition (4) will always be satised for some non-negative V0. It is useful then that
such chains are V -uniformly ergodic.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that there exists V0 :X! R+; and constants B0<1; 0> 0
all satisfying (4); and suppose that the set C dened in (7) is nite for some
>B0=0. Then  is V-uniformly ergodic with V = exp(V0).
Proof. Under (4) we then have for some b0,
PV6e−V + b05C ;
where  = 0 − B0> 0. This combined with Theorem 2.1 establishes V -uniform
ergodicity.
The assumption that the function V in (9) is bounded from below is crucial in
general. Take for example the Bernoulli random walk on the positive integers with
positive drift so that , P(x; x+1)>P(x; x−1), ; x>1. Let V (x)=exp(−x); C=
f0g, and choose > 0 so that =e−+e < 1. Bound (9) then holds, but the chain
is transient. This shows that a lower bound on the function V is indeed necessary to
deduce any form of recurrence for the chain. This is unfortunate since frequently we
will nd that the drift criterion (9) holds for some function V which is not apriori
known to be bounded from below. The lemma below resolves this situation.
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that
(i) there exists V :X! R+; < 1; a nite set C; and b<1; satisfying (9).
(ii) V (x)> 0 for x 2 C;
(iii)  is recurrent.
Then inf x2X V (x)> 0; and hence  is V-uniformly ergodic.
Proof. Let Mn = V (n^C )
−(n^C). We then have the supermartingale property
E[MnjFn−1]6Mn−1:
From recurrence of  and Fatou’s lemma we deduce that for any x,
min
y2C
V (y)

Ex[−C ]6 lim inf
n!1 Ex[Mn]6M0 = V (x):
This gives a uniform lower bound on V from which V -uniform ergodicity immediately
follows from Theorem 2.1.
3. The convergence parameter
Let P^ denote the positive kernel dened for x; y 2 X by
P^(x; y) = exp(F(x))P(x; y):
If we set f(x)=exp(F(x)), then this denition is equivalently expressed through the
formula P^ = IfP, where for any function g the kernel Ig is the multiplication kernel
dened by Ig(x; A) = g(x)5A(x).
Let  2 X denote some xed state. The Perron{Frobenius eigenvalue (or pfe) is
uniquely dened via
 , inf
 
 2 R+:
1X
n=0
−nP^
n
 (; )<1
!
: (11)
Equivalently, () = log() can be expressed as
() = inf ( 2 R: E[exp(S − )5( <1)]61): (12)
The equivalence of the two denitions (11) and (12) is well known (Nummelin, 1984;
Seneta, 1981).
We set () =1 if the inmum in (11) or (12) is over a null set, and we let
D() = f: ()<1g. Let 0 denote the right derivative of , and set
, supf: 0()< kFk1g: (13)
If kFk1 =1 so that F is unbounded then Do() = (−1; ).
It follows from (12) and Fatou’s Lemma that
exp(−()), E[exp(S − ())5( <1)]61: (14)
In the denition of  here we supress the possible dependency on  since the starting
point  is assumed xed throughout.
Result (iii) below may be interpreted as yet another Foster{Lyapunov drift criterion
for stability of the process. Renements of (iii) will be given below.
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Lemma 3.1. We have the following bounds on :
(i) If  is positive recurrent with invariant probability measure  then for all ;
()>(F);
where (F) is the steady state mean of F .
(ii) For all ;
()6max(0; kFk1):
(iii) Suppose there exists 0 2 R;  2 R; and V :X! R+ such that V is not identically
zero; and
P^0V6 V: (15)
Then 0 2 D() and (0)6log( ).
Proof. Bound (i) is a consequence of Jensen’s inequality applied to (14), and formula
(8). Bound (ii) is obvious, given the denition of  as in (12).
To see (iii), suppose, without loss of generality, that V ()=1. If the inequality holds
then for any > ,
1X
n=0
−nP^
n
 (; )6
1X
n=0
−nP^
n
0V ()6
1
1− = :
It follows from (11) that  2 D(), and that 6. We conclude that 6  since
>  is arbitrary.
Under the aperiodicity assumption imposed here, () is also the limiting value in
a version of the multiplicative ergodic theorem.
Lemma 3.2. For any non-empty; nite set C X and any  2 D();
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)5C(n)]! (); n!1; x 2 X: (16)
Proof. The proof follows from Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem (Kingman,
1973) for the sequence flog(P^n (; )): n>0g, which gives (16) for x=, and C=fg.
The result for general x follows from irreducibility, and for general nite C by addi-
tivity: 5C =
P
2C 5.
We dene for  2 D(),
f(x), Ex
"
exp
 
X
k=0
[F(k)− ()]
!
5( <1)
#
: (17)
The following relation then follows from the Markov property:
P f(x) = Ex
"
exp
 
X
k=1
[F(k)− ()]
!
5( <1)
#
=
(
 f(x)f
−1
 (x); x 6= ;
exp(−()); x = ;
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where () is dened in (14). Since f() = 
−1
 f(), this establishes the identity
P f(x) =  exp(−()5(x))f−1 (x) f(x): (18)
Sucient conditions ensuring that () = 0 will be derived in Section 4 below.
Theorem 3.1(i) provides a converse to Lemma 3.1(iii).
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that  is recurrent; (0) is nite for some 0> 0; and
suppose that the sublevel set C is nite for some >(0)=0. Then
(i) There exists V :X! [1;1) satisfying (15); and hence also a solution V0 :X!
R+ satisfying (4);
(ii) The function f0 (x) dened in (17) satises
inf
x2X
f0 (x)> 0;
(iii) The multiplicative ergodic theorem holds
1
n
logEx[exp(0Sn)]! (0); n!1; x 2 X: (19)
Proof. We rst prove (ii). From Jensen’s inequality applied to (17) and recurrence of
the chain we have
log f(x)> Ex
"
X
k=0
[F(k)− ()]
#
>−()Ex
"
X
k=0
5C(k)
#
;
where C = fx: F(x)6g is nite. Since C is nite, it is also special (Nummelin,
1984). That is, the expectation Ex[
P
k=0 5C(k)] is uniformly bounded in x. Hence
the inequality above gives the desired lower bound.
To prove (i), note rst that the equivalence of the two inequalities is purely nota-
tional, where we must set V0 = log(V ). To show that the assumptions imply that (i)
holds we take V = c f0 for some c> 0. By (18) the required drift inequality holds,
and by (ii) we may choose c so that V :X! [1;1).
To establish (iii), rst observe that Lemma 3.2 gives the lower bound
lim inf
n!1
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)]>():
To obtain an upper bound on the limit supremum, rst observe that (18) gives the
inequality
P f(x)6f
−1
 (x) f(x):
On iterating this bound we obtain, by the discrete Feynman{Kac formula
Ex[exp(Sn − n()) f(n)]6 f(x):
Applying (ii) we have that f(x)>c> 0 for some c and all x, which combined with
the above inequality gives the desired upper bound
lim sup
n!1
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)]6()
and completes the proof.
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4. The Multiplicative Poisson equation
For an arbitrary function F :X ! R+ and  2 D() we say that f solves the
Multiplicative Poisson equation (MPE) for f provided the following identity holds:
P f(x) =  f(x)f
−1
 (x); x 2 X:
Equivalently, f solves the eigenvector equation
P^ f =  f:
The function f is known as the Perron{Frobenius eigenvector for the kernel P^
(Seneta, 1981). In Pinsky (1995) it is called the ground state. From (18) it is ev-
ident that the function dened in (17) solves the MPE if and only if () = 0. One of
the main goals of this section is to derive conditions under which this is the case.
For  2 D() dene the ‘twisted’ transition kernel P by
P(x; y) = exp(()5(x))
f(x)
 f(x)
P(x; y) f(y); x; y 2 X:
In an operator-theoretic notation this is written as
P = −1 Iexp(()5)If= fPI f :
We denote by 

=f 0; 

1; : : :g the Markov chain with transition probability P. When


0 = x, the induced expectation operator will be denoted E

x[  ].
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that  is recurrent. Then; for any  2 D();  is also
recurrent; and for any set A 2F
E

x[5A] = PfA j 0 = xg=
Ex[exp(S − ())5A]
Ex[exp(S − ())]
: (20)
Proof. It is easily seen that for A 2Fn,
E

x[5A] =
1
f(x)
Ex
"
exp
 
n−1X
k=0
[F(k)− () + ()5(k)]
!
f(n)5A
#
: (21)
Since we have A\f=ng 2Fn for every n whenever A is F -measurable, the above
identity implies that for such A,
E

x[5A5f=ng] =
1
f(x)
Ex
"
exp
 
n−1X
k=0
[F(k)− () + ()5(k)]
!
 f(n)5A5f=ng
#
=
f()
f(x)
exp(()5(x))Ex[exp(S − ())5A5f=ng]:
Summing over n>1 and applying Fubini’s Theorem then gives
E

x[5A5f<1g] =
f()
f(x)
exp(()5(x))Ex[exp(S − ())5A];
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where we have used recurrence of . This formula holds for any F -measurable event
A: letting A denote the ‘full set’, A =
Sfk 2 Xg, then gives E[5f<1g] = 1, so
that 

is recurrent. The representation formula (20) follows immediately for arbitrary
A 2F .
Let ()() denote the log-pfe for the kernel If P.
Lemma 4.2. If  2 D() then; for any > 0;
()()>(+ )− ():
Proof. From the representation formula given in Lemma 4.1 we have for any ,
E

[exp(S − )] = exp(())E[exp(S − ())exp(S − )]
> E[exp((+ )S − (() + ))]:
The right-hand side is > 1 whenever () + <( + ), from which the lower
bound follows.
The following characterization is also a corollary to Lemma 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that  is recurrent. Then the following are equivalent for any
 2 D().
(i) The chain 

is geometrically recurrent.
(ii) There exists <() such that
E[exp(S − )]<1: (22)
(iii) For some <; b<1; a nite set C; and a function V :X! (0;1);
PV6f−1 V + b5C:
Moreover; if V is any solution to (iii) then f 2 LV1.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the identity
E

[R
 ] = exp(())E[exp(S − )];
where R=exp(()−) (see Lemma 4.1). By denition, the chain  is geometrically
recurrent if and only if the LHS is nite for some R> 1. This establishes the desired
equivalence between (i) and (ii) since () is always nite.
To see that (i) ) (iii) let V>1, < 1, and b<1 be a solution to the inequality
P V6  V + b5:
A function V satisfying this inequality exists by the geometric recurrence assumption
and Theorem 2.1. Letting V = f V , the above inequality becomes, for some b<1,
PV6 f−1 V + b5;
which is a version of the inequality assumed in (iii).
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Conversely, if (iii) holds then we may take V = V= f to obtain the inequality
P V (x)6
f(x)
 f(x)
X
y
P(x; y) f(y) V (y)
6
f(x)
 f(x)
(f−1 (x)V (x) + b5C(x))
=
1

 
 V (x) +
f(x)
f(x)
b5C(x)
!
This bound shows that the chain  satises all of the conditions of Theorem 2.4, and
hence (i) also holds.
Using Theorem 2.4 we also see that V is bounded from below, or equivalently that
f 2 LV1.
We can now formulate existence and uniqueness criteria for solutions to the MPE.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that  is recurrent and let  2 D();
(i) If P is geometrically recurrent then () = 0; and hence the function f given
in (17) solves the MPE.
(ii) If () = 0; and suppose that h is a positive-valued solution to the inequality;
P^h (x)6h(x); x 2 X:
Then h(x)=h() = f(x)= f(); x 2 X; where f is given in (17). Hence the in-
equality above is in fact an equality for all x.
Proof. The proof of (i) is a consequence of denition (12), Theorem 4.1, and the
Dominated Convergence Theorem.
To prove (ii) we rst note that the function h= h= f is superharmonic and positive
for the kernel P. Since this kernel is recurrent we must have h(x) = h() for all
x (Meyn and Tweedie, 1993, Theorem 17:1:5 can be extended to positive harmonic
functions).
5. Multiplicative ergodic theorems
In this section we present a substantial strengthening of the multiplicative ergodic
theorems given in Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1(iii), and give more readily veriable
criteria for the existence of solutions to the multiplicative Poisson equation. Throughout
the remainder of the paper we assume that the chain is recurrent, and in the majority
of our results the function F is assumed to be near-monotone. These assumptions are
summarized in the following statement:
 is recurrent; F is near-monotone; and > 0: (23)
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The constant  is dened in (13). When < , the twisted kernel denes a geomet-
rically ergodic Markov chain 

, and specializing to  = 0 we see that  itself is
geometrically ergodic.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (23) holds.
(i) For each <  the chain 

with transition kernel P is V-uniformly ergodic.
where the function V can be chosen so that
V(x)>
b0
f(x)
; x 2 X (24)
for some constant b0 = b0()> 0.
(ii) If >  then 

is not geometrically recurrent.
Proof. Take V = f= f with 06<  and >. The lower bound (24) holds by
Theorem 3.1(ii). Since 0()< kFk1 we have
PV 6 −1 f f
−1
 P f
= −1 f f
−1
 ( exp(()5) f
−1

f)
= exp(()5 − (F − ((+ )− ())=))V;
where =  − > 0. We then have, by the denition of the right derivative
((+ )− ())=60()< kFk1:
From the near-monotone condition it then follows that for some < 1, a nite set C,
and some b<1,
PV6V + b5C:
The set C is a sublevel set of F together with the state . By Theorem 2.4 we conclude
that 

is geometrically recurrent, which proves (i).
Theorem 4.1 implies part (ii).
Theorem 5.2. Under assumption (23) the following limits hold:
(i) For <  there exists R= R()> 1; 0<c()<1 such that for all x;
Rn(Ex[exp(Sn − ()n)]− c() f(x))! 0; n!1:
(ii) For all  2 R;
1
n
logEx[exp(Sn)]! (); n!1; x 2 X:
Proof. The proof of (ii) is contained in parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1. It is given
here for completeness.
To see (i) we apply Theorem 5.1, which together with Theorem 2.1 implies that
there exists R> 1 such that
Rn( E

x[ f
−1
 ( 

n)]− ( f
−1
 ))! 0; n!1:
From this and (21) we immediately obtain the result with c() = ( f
−1
 ).
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A straightforward approach to general functions on X which are not near-monotone
is through domination. Let F :X ! R be an arbitrary function, and suppose that
G0 :X! [1;1) is norm-like. We write F = o(G0) if the following limit holds:
lim
n!1
1
n
sup(jF(x)j: G0(x)6n) = 0: (25)
The proof of the following is exactly as in Theorem 5.2. We can assert as in
Theorem 5.1 that V = g0= f serves as a Lyapunov function, where g0 is the solution
to the multiplicative Poisson equation using G0.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that  is recurrent; that G0 :X! [1;1) is norm-like; (G0)
<1; and F = o(G0). Then for any  2 R;
(i) ()<1:
(ii) There exists a solution f to the multiplicative Poisson equation
P f (x) = f(x) exp(−F(x) + ())
satisfying
sup
x2X
f(x)
g0(x)
<1:
(iii) There exists R= R()> 1; 0<c()<1 such that for all x;
Rn(Ex[exp(Sn − ()n)]− c() f(x))! 0; n!1:
The o() condition may be overly restrictive in some models. The following result
requires only geometric recurrence, but the domain of  may be limited.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that  is V -geometrically ergodic; so that (9) holds for some
V :X! [1;1); < 1; a nite set C; and b<1. Suppose that the function F :X!
R is bounded. Then the following hold for all  2 R satisfying
jj< jlog()j
2kFk1
:
(i) There exists a solution f to the multiplicative Poisson equation
P f (x) = f(x) exp(−F(x) + ())
satisfying f 2 LV1.
(ii) There exists R= R()> 1; 0<c()<1 such that for all x;
Rn(Ex[exp(Sn − ()n)]− c() f(x))! 0; n!1:
Proof. We have, for x 2 Cc,
PV6 exp(F − ()− j log()j)V:
As in the previous results, Theorem 4.1 completes the proof of (i) since j()j6
kFk1. Part (ii) is proved as in Theorem 5.2.
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6. Dierentiability and large deviations
The usual proof of Cramer’s Theorem for i.i.d. random variables suggests that a
multiplicative ergodic theorem will yield a version of the Large Deviations Principle
for the chain. While this is true, a useful LDP requires some structure on the log-pfe
. We establish smoothness of  together with a version of the LDP in this section.
6.1. Regularity and dierentiability
A set C X will be called F-multiplicatively regular if for any AX there exists
= (C; A)> 0 such that
sup
x2C
Ex[exp(SA)]<1: (26)
The chain is called F-multiplicatively regular if every singleton is an F-multiplicatively
regular set.
If the function F is bounded from above and below, so that for some > 0,
6F(x)6−1; x 2 X;
then multiplicative regularity is equivalent to geometric regularity. When F is un-
bounded this is substantially stronger. From Theorem 2.1 we see that geometric reg-
ularity is equivalent to a Foster{Lyapunov drift condition. An exact generalization is
given here for norm-like F .
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that F is norm-like. Then; the chain is F-multiplicatively reg-
ular if and only if there exists > 0, a function V :X ! [1;1), and a nite constant
 such that
P^V (x)6 V (x); x 2 X: (27)
Proof. For the \only if " part we set V (x)=Ex[exp(SC+1)] with C an arbitrary nite
set and > 0 chosen so that Ex[exp(SC )] is bounded on C. We then have with = ,
P^V (x) = Ex[exp(SC+1)]:
The right-hand side is equal to V on Cc, and is bounded on C. Note that V is nite
valued since the set SV = fx: V (x)<1g is absorbing.
To establish the \if " part is more dicult. Suppose that (27) holds. To establish
(26) for xed A we construct a new function W :X ! [1;1) such that for some
> 0,
P^W (x)6W (x); x 2 Ac: (28)
We may then conclude that the stochastic process
Mt = exp(SA^t)W (A^t); t>1; M0 =W (x)
is a Ft-super martingale whenever 0=x 2 Ac. We then have by the optional stopping
theorem, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4,
Ex[exp(SA)]6BA(x)
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for x 2 Ac, with BA=W . For x 2 A we obtain an identical bound with BA=W +f by
stopping the process at t = 1 and considering separately the cases A = 1 and A > 1.
It remains to establish (28), assuming that (27) holds for some V , and some . Fix
0<0< 
−1
, and for 6 set
K^ = (1− 0)
1X
n=0
n0P^
n+1
 :
Using (27) we have K^V6exp(b)V with exp(b) = (1− 0)=(1− 0 )<1. We thus
have
K^=2V (x)6 exp(−(=2)F(x))K^V (x)
6 exp(b− (=2)F(x))V (x)
6 exp(b5C(x))V (x);
where C is a nite set.
We may nd > 0 so that, for > 0,
K^(x; A)>K^0(x; A)>; x 2 C: (29)
This is possible since C is nite and  is irreducible and aperiodic.
Let V1(x)=V (x) for x 2 Cc, and set V1  1 on C. Then by increasing b if necessary
we continue to have K^=2V1 (x)6exp(b5C(x))V1(x).
We now set V2=V 1 where < 1 will be determined below. Jensen’s inequality gives
K^ =2V2 (x)6exp(b5C(x))V2(x) x 2 X:
Letting  = =2 we have thus established a bound of the form
K^V2 (x)6exp(b5C(x))V2(x);
where again the constant b must be redened, but it is still nite, and it is independent
of  for 0<<=2.
To remove the indicator function in the last bound set
V3(x) = 2V2(x)− 5A(x); x 2 X:
We have for x 2 Ac \ Cc,
K^V3 (x)62K^V2 (x)62V2(x) = V3(x):
For x 2 Ac \ C,
K^V3 (x)62K^V2 (x)− K^(x; A)62 exp(b)− ;
where in the last inequality we are using (29) and the denition that V2  1 on C.
We now dene  = 1b log
(
+2
2

so that K^V362 = V3 on x 2 Ac \ C.
With W = (1 + 0)V3 + 0K^V3 we have thus established (28) which proves the
proposition.
As an immediate corollary we nd that each of the chains 

is F-multiplicatively
regular, < , since the Lyapunov function V can be taken as V = f= f as in
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Theorem 5.1 above. Using this fact we may establish dierentiability of . Similar
results are established in Ney and Nummelin (1987a) under the assumption that the
set below is open,
W = f(; ): E[exp(S − )]<1g:
This assumption fails in general under the assumptions here. However, we still have
Theorem 6.2. If F is near-monotone then the log-pfe  is C1 on O where O =
(−1; ). For any  2 O;
(i) 0() = () E[S ] = (F);
(ii) 00() = () E[(S − (F)))2] = 2().
The quantity 2() is precisely the time-average variance constant for the centered
function F − (F) applied to .
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 3:3 of Ney and Nummelin (1987a): one simply
dierentiates both sides of identity (6). The justication for dierentiating within the
expectation follows from F-multiplicative regularity.
That 2() is the time-average variance constant is discussed above in Theorem 2.2.
In the same way we can prove
Theorem 6.3. The conclusions of Theorem 6:2 continue to hold; and  can be taken
innite; under the assumptions of Theorem 5:3.
6.2. Large deviations
A version of the large deviations principle is now immediate. For c 2 R and C R
we set
(c), sup
2R
fc− ()g; (C), inf
c2C
(c): (30)
It is well known that  is a convex function whose range lies in [0;1]. Its domain
is denoted by D() = fc: (c)<1g.
There is much prior work on large deviations for Markov chains, with most results
obtained using uniform bounds on the transition kernel (see Varadhan, 1984 or Dembo
and Zeitouni, 1993). Large deviation bounds are obtained under minimal assumptions
in Ney and Nummelin (1987b). Specialized to this countable state-space setting, the
main result can be expressed as follows: For suitable sets C R, and any singleton
i 2 X,
1
2
log

Px

1
n
Sn 2 C and n = i

 −(C); n!1:
Following Ney and Nummelin (1987b), and using similar methodology, the constraint
that n is equal to i is relaxed in de Acosta (1990). However, the imposed assumptions
amount to V -uniform ergodicity with V = 1. Assumption (23), is much more readily
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veriable in practice, and the conclusions obtained through these assumptions and the
preceding ergodic theorems are very strong.
We dene O to be the range of possible derivatives
O, f0():  2 Do()gD():
When F is near-monotone then Do()=(−1; ). For any a; b 2 O we let ;  2 Do()
denote the corresponding values satisfying 0()=a and 0()=b. From the denitions
we then have
(a) = a− (); (b) = b− ():
We let f fg denote the solutions to the multiplicative Poisson equation, normalized so
that (1= f) = 1. We dene 
2() to be the time-average variance constant
2() = 00(); < :
Recall that we let F denote the distribution function for a standard normal random
variable.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that (23) holds. For any constants a<(F)<b with a; b 2 O;
and any 0<c61;
(i)
lim sup
n!1
Pxf(1=n)Sn 2 (a− c=
p
n; a)g
exp(−(a)n) 6 (F(c= ())−
1
2 ) f(x);
lim sup
n!1
Pxf(1=n)Sn 2 (b; b+ c=
p
n)g
exp(−(b)n) 6 (F(c= ())−
1
2 ) f(x):
(ii)
lim inf
n!1
Pxf(1=n)Sn 2 (a; a+ c=
p
n)g
exp(−(a)n) > (F(c= ())−
1
2 ) f(x);
lim inf
n!1
Pxf(1=n)Sn 2 (b− c=
p
n; b)g
exp(−(b)n) > (F(c= ())−
1
2 ) f(x):
(iii) For any closed set AR;
lim sup
n!1
1
n
log

Px

1
n
Sn 2 A

6− (A):
(iv) For any open set AR;
lim inf
n!1
1
n
log

Px

1
n
Sn 2 A

>− (A \ O):
Proof. To prove (i) and (ii) write
Wn(t) =
1p
n
(Sbntc − an); t>0:
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The probability of interest takes the form
Px

1
n
Sn 2

a− c0p
n
; a+
c1p
n

=Pxf Wn(1) 2 (c0; c1)g
= f(x)E

x[exp(−(Sn − an))5f Wn(1) 2 (c0; c1)g(1= f( n))] exp(−(a)n)
= f(x)E

x[exp(−
p
n Wn(1))5f Wn(1) 2 (c0; c1)g(1= f( n))] exp(−(a)n):
For the rst bound in (i) take c0 =−c and c1 = 0. Since < 0 we obtain,
Pxf(1=n)Sn 2 (a− c=
p
n; a)g
exp(−(a)n) 6
f(x) E

x[5f Wn(1) 2 (−c; 0)g(1= f( n))]:
Using Theorem 2.2 gives the rst bound in (i), and all of the other bounds are obtained
in the same way.
Parts (iii) and (iv) immediately follow.
We obtain slightly stronger conclusions under a domination condition.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that F satises the assumptions of Theorem 5:3. Then parts
(i){(iii) of Theorem 6:4 continue to hold; and part (iv) is strengthened: For any open
set AR;
lim inf
n!1
1
n
log

Px

1
n
Sn 2 A

>− (A):
Proof. Theorems 5.3 and 6.3 tell us that  :R ! R is C1. We can conclude that
(a) =1 for a 2 Oc, and it follows that (A \ O) = (A) when A is open.
6.3. Empirical measures
These results can be extended to the empirical measures of the chain through dom-
ination as in Theorem 5.3. There is again a large literature in this direction, but the
results typically hold only for uniformly ergodic Markov chains (see Bolthausen et al.,
1995; de Acosta, 1990; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993).
Let M denote the set of all nite signed measures on X, endowed with the weak
topology, and dene the empirical measures
Ln ,
1
n
n−1X
i=0
i ; n>1: (31)
Ln is, for each n>1, an M-valued random variable.
Assume that G0 :X ! [1;1) is given, and that G :X ! [1;1) is a norm-like
function satisfying G = o(G0). It follows that G0 is also norm-like. We consider the
vector space LG1 of functions F :X! R satisfying
kFkG , sup
x2X
jF(x)j
G(x)
<1:
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Its dual, MG1 M, is the set of signed measures  satisfying
kkG , sup((F): kFkG61)<1:
The Banach{Alaoglu Theorem implies that the unit ball in MG1 is a compact subset of
M since we have assumed that G is norm-like.
For any F 2 LG1 we dene (F) to be the associated log-gpe, which is nite by
Theorem 5.3. We let  :M! [0;1] denote its conjugate dual
() = sup
F2LG1
(h; Fi − (F));  2MG1 : (32)
Under the assumptions imposed here the function  is bounded from below.
Proposition 6.1. Under the assumptions of this section the rate function  given in
(32) satises; for some 0> 0;
()>0k − k2G; when ()61:
Proof. Dene for any F 2 LG1 the directional second derivative
00(F),
d2
d2
(F)

=1
:
Using Theorem 6.2 we can show that the second derivative is bounded for bounded F :
B0 , sup(00(F): kFkG61)<1:
We then have by convexity and a Taylor series expansion, for any 61 and any F
satisfying kFkG61,
h − ; Fi6−(F) + () + (F)
6−(F) + () + (F) + 2B0:
Setting =
p
() then gives
h − ; Fi6(1 + B0)
p
():
This bound holds for arbitrary F with kFkG61 whenever ()61, and hence proves
the proposition with 0 = (1 + B0)−2.
For any subset AM write
(A), inf
2A
():
The proof of the following is standard following Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.3 (see
Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993).
Theorem 6.6. Under the assumptions of this section the following bounds hold for any
open OM; and any closed KM; when M is endowed with the weak topology:
lim sup
n!1
1
n
log(PxfLn 2Kg)6− (K);
lim inf
n!1
1
n
log(PxfLn 2 Og)>− (O):
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7. Conclusions
This paper provides a collection of tools for deriving multiplicative ergodic theorems
and associated large deviations bounds for Markov chains on a countable state space.
For the processes considered it provides a complete story, but it also suggests numerous
open problems.
(i) Some generalizations, such as the continuous time case, or models on general state
spaces can be formulated easily given the methods introduced here. The general
state-space case presents new technical diculties due to the special status of
nite sets. In some cases this can be resolved by assuming appropriate bounds on
the kernels fP^g, similar to the bounds used in Varadhan (1984).
(ii) We would like to develop in further detail the structural properties of the pfe .
We saw in Theorem 6.5 that  will be essentially smooth under a domination
condition. The case of general near-monotone F is not well understood, and we
have seen that even in elementary examples this basic condition fails.
(iii) The large deviation bounds provided by Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 could certainly be
strengthened given the very strong form of convergence seen in Theorem 1.2.
We are currently considering all of these extensions, and are developing applications
to both control and large deviations.
8. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: Glynn and Meyn (1996).
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